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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the 
area provided on the original form.

PROJECT	DATA

Project	Name	 Location	 City	 State

Owner

Project	Use(s)

Project Size Total	Development	Cost

Annual	Operating	Budget	(if	appropriate)

Date	Initiated Percent	Completed	by	December	1,	2016

Project	Completion	Date	(if	appropriate) Project	Website	(if	appropriate)

Attach, if you wish, a list of relevant project dates

Application submitted by:

Name Title

Organization

Address City/State/Zip

Telephone			(											) E-mail

Perspective Sheets:

Organization Name 			Telephone/e-mail

Public Agencies

Architect/Designer

Developer

Professional Consultant

Community	Group

Other

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence.	(Check	all	that	apply).

__	Direct	Mailing     __	Direct	Email __ Previous Selection Committee member  

__ Professional     __	Previous	RBA	entrant __ Online Notice 

__ Facebook     __	Social	Media	 __	Bruner/Loeb	Forum     

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	and	to	post	on	the	Bruner	

Foundation	websites,	the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	

materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature Date

__Professional Organization

__	Other	(please	specify)

__________________________________

Two Annual Street Art Festivals July 13-23 2017 and August 6-19, 2018

MassDevelopment

Joseph Mulligan

jmulligan@massdevelopment.com

12/11/18
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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the 

area provided on the original form.

This	sheet,	the	Project	Data	sheet,	and	the	representative	photo	will	be	sent	to	the	Committee	in	advance	as	the	Project Overview.

Project Name

Address City/State/ZIP

1.	Give	a	brief	overview	of	the	project. A   .

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ?	You	may	wish	to	consider	such	factors	as:	effect	on	the	urban	environment;	
innovative	or	unique	approaches	to	any	aspect	of	project	development;	new	and	creative	approaches	to	urban	issues;	design	quality. A   

.

PROJECT	AT-A-GLANCE
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PROJECT	DESCRIPTION
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the 
area provided on the original form.

1. Describe the underlying values and goals of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project  A   .

2. Briefly	describe	the	project’s	urban	context.	How	has	the	project	impacted	the	local	community?	Who	does	the	project	serve?	
How many people are served by the project  A   .
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3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate. A   .

5. Is	the	project	unique	and/or	does	it	address	significant	urban	issues?	Is	the	model	adaptable	to	other	urban	settings? A   .

PROJECT	DESCRIPTION	(CONT’D)

4.	Describe	the	financing	of	the	project.	Please	include	all	funding	sources	and	square	foot	costs	where	applicable. A   .
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PROFESSIONAL  CONSULTANT
PERSPECTIVE 
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PROFESSIONAL	CONSULTANT	PERSPECTIVE
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to 
the area provided on the original form.

This	sheet	is	to	be	filled	out	by	a	professional	who	worked	as	a	consultant	on	the	project,	providing	design,	planning,	legal,	or	other	services.	Copies	may	be	given	
to other professionals if desired.

Name	 Title

Organization	 Telephone			(										)

Address	 City/State/ZIP

E-mail	 Website

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	for	any	purpose	whatsoever,	
the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	materials	and	to	grant	
these rights and permissions.

Signature Date

1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project? Approximately 400 words.

2.	Describe	the	project’s	impact	on	its	community.	Please	be	as	specific	as	possible. Approximately 400 words.
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3. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession? Approximately 400 words.

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? Approximately 400 words.

PROFESSIONAL	CONSULTANT	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 
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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to 
the area provided on the original form.

This	sheet	is	to	be	filled	out	by	staff	representative(s)	of	public	agency(ies)	who	were	directly	involved	in	the	financing,	design	review,	or	public	approvals	that	
affected this project.

Name	 Title

Organization	 Telephone			(										)

Address	 City/State/ZIP

E-mail	 Website

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	for	any	purpose	whatsoever,	
the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	materials	and	to	grant	
these rights and permissions.

Signature Date

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements made of this project by your agency 
(e.g.,	zoning,	public	participation,	public	benefits,	impact	statements). A   .

2. How	was	this	project	intended	to	benefit	your	city?	What	trade-offs	and	compromises	were	required	to	implement	the	project?	
How did your agency participate in making them? A   

PUBLIC	AGENCY	PERSPECTIVE

12/10/18
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3.	Describe	the	project’s	impact	on	your	city.	Please	be	as	specific	as	possible. A   .

4.	Did	this	project	result	in	new	models	of	public/private	partnerships?	Are	there	aspects	of	this	project	that	would	be	instructive	to	agencies	like	yours
in other cities? A   .

5.	What	do	you	consider	to	be	the	most	and	least	successful	aspects	of	this	project? A   .

PUBLIC	AGENCY	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER
PERSPECTIVE 
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ARCHITECT	OR	DESIGNER	PERSPECTIVE
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the  question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to 

the area provided on the original form.

This	sheet	is	to	be	filled	out	by	a	design	professional	who	worked	as	a	consultant	on	the	project,	providing	design,	planning,	or	other	services.	Copies	may	be	

given to other design professionals if desired.

Name	 Title

Organization	 Telephone			(										)

Address	 City/State/ZIP

E-mail	 Website

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	for	any	purpose	whatsoever,	
the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	materials	and	to	grant	
these rights and permissions.

Signature Date

1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. Approximately 400 words.

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. Approximately 400 words.

Dec. 12, 2018
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3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project. Approximately 400 words.

4.  Describe the ways in which the design relates to its urban context. Approximately 400 words.

ARCHITECT	OR	DESIGNER	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER
PERSPECTIVE 

2019
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ARCHITECT	OR	DESIGNER	PERSPECTIVE
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the  question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to 

the area provided on the original form.

This	sheet	is	to	be	filled	out	by	a	design	professional	who	worked	as	a	consultant	on	the	project,	providing	design,	planning,	or	other	services.	Copies	may	be	

given to other design professionals if desired.

Name	 Title

Organization	 Telephone			(										)

Address	 City/State/ZIP

E-mail	 Website

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	for	any	purpose	whatsoever,	
the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	materials	and	to	grant	
these rights and permissions.

Signature Date

1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. Approximately 400 words.

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. Approximately 400 words.

12/10/18
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3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project. Approximately 400 words.

4.  Describe the ways in which the design relates to its urban context. Approximately 400 words.

ARCHITECT	OR	DESIGNER	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)
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DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE

2019
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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the  question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to 
the area provided on the original form.

This	sheet	is	to	be	filled	out	by	the	person	who	took	primary	responsibility	for	project	financing	or	is	a	representative	of	the	group	which	did.

Name	 Title

Organization	 Telephone			(											)

Address	 City/State/ZIP

E-mail	 Website

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	for	any	purpose	
whatsoever,	the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	materials	
and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature Date

1. What role did you or your company play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of involvement. A   .

2. What trade-offs or compromises were required during the development of the project? A   .

DEVELOPER	PERSPECTIVE
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3.	How	was	the	project	financed?	What,	if	any,	innovative	means	of	financing	were	used? A   .	

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of the project? A   .

DEVELOPER	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)
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	Project Location: Downtown Lynn
	Project Owner: Beyond Walls
	Project Uses: Increased lighting and improved sense of safety to promote the area as a place to live, work, and play
	Project Size: n/a
	Total Development Cost: $913,592 (w/ in kind)
	Annual Operating Budget: 
	Date Initiated: January 2016
	Percent Complete: n/a
	Project Completion Date: Ongoing
	Project Website: www.beyond-walls.org
	Applicant Name: Julia Midland
	Applicant Title: Program Manager
	Applicant Organization: Beyond Walls
	Applicant Address: 181 Union Street
	Applicant City: Lynn, MA 01901
	Applicant State: 
	Applicant Zip: 
	Applicant Phone: 4135591910
	Applicant Email: julia@beyond-walls.org
	Professional Consultant 1 Email: ron@portlighting.com 
	Professional Consultant Name 2: 
	Professional Consultant 2 Phone: 
	Community Group name 1: 
	Community Group 1 Phone: 
	Community Group name 2: 
	Community Group 2 Phone: 
	Community Group 2 Email: 
	Other perspective name: 
	Other Perspective Phone: 
	Professional Consultant 2 Email: 
	Community Group 1 Email: 
	Other Perspective Email: 
	Direct Mailing: 
	Professional Organization: 
	Bruner/Loeb Forum: 
	Online Notice: 
	Direct Email: 
	Previous Selection Committee Member: 
	Previous RBA Entrant: Yes
	Other Reference: 
	Facebook: 
	Professional: 
	Social Media: 
	Other please specify: 
	Project Name: Beyond Walls
	Project Address: 181 Union Street
	Project City: Lynn
	Project State: MA
	Project Zip: 
	Project at-a-glance 1: Projects to be considered for this application are public art and lighting initiatives installed in the urban downtown of Lynn, Massachusetts between 2017-2018. Our 4 initial projects were set in motion through community feedback and began as an entirely volunteer-driven initiative. In response to downtown residents and business owners desiring increased walkability,  and more lighting and public art, we produced four flagship projects for downtown Lynn, MA that were a proven economic boon for the city, and activator within the city’s urban fabric.
1) "Beyond Walls Mural Festival": Beyond Walls executed a Mural Festival featuring internationally renowned artists who’s backgrounds matched the cultural make-up of downtown Lynn. The festival proved a boon to the city, and has now become an annual event that after only two years has seen 46 large scale pieces of high impact street art installed throughout the City. 
2) "Lynn Lights": Beyond Walls installed 600 linear feet of permanent dynamic LED Lighting under three dimly lit train underpasses. These areas were historically high crime and high vehicle on pedestrian strike areas that disrupted and discouraged walkability in the downtown.
3) "RetroLit": Beyond Walls installed 12 vintage neon signs turned light-emitting artworks onto shadowy street corners.
4) "42": Beyond Walls, working with The Smithsonian Air and Space Museum, Harvard University Conservators and the talented students of Lynn Vocational Technical High School, conserved and is now ready to unveil a 1942 GE IAE Test Engine that will  pay homage to Lynn’s industrial roots. 
We ask that these projects be considered as a whole. Together these projects encapsulate a grass-roots movement of creative placemaking. Founder Al Wilson brought together a robust volunteer committee as well as industry experts and funders to work together to make Lynn a safer more economically viable city. With these projects, Beyond Walls as an organization was born. We are now a year round creative placemaking agency based here in Lynn with a mission to activate space to strengthen communities. We are completing our incorporation as an independent 501c3 (currently under Fiscal sponsor of Neighborhood Development Associates in Lynn) and have a full time staff of three.
	Project at-a-glace 2: Our initiatives have affected downtown Lynn's urban environment significantly. Beyond Walls commissioned a third party, independent impact study (Webb Management) to prove this. Through data collection, surveying and testimonials, their study showed significant incremental revenue, positive publicity, tourism and both change of public infrastructure, and social change. Our work inviting citizens and visitors to view Lynn in a new light. The Underpasses were previously extremely underlit (Central Square) or completely unlit (both Market and Washington Street bridges). The dynamic LED installations have brought light to these areas in a creative way. The Market Street Underpass was previously one of the highest vehicle on pedestrian strike areas in the state due to complete lack of light, crosswalks and design. Working with Lam Partners (lighting design firm), Payette Architects, and many other partners we were able to produce means of fixing the issue through high impact, unique, and thoughtful design.

Our "RetroLit" project is another example of a creative approach to an urban issue. Downtown's negative perception and the lack of thriving nighttime businesses meant low foot traffic at night. Underlit street corners had residents and visitors feeling unsafe walking downtown. We searched for, found and made an appeal to a large collector of vintage neon signs who lent us twelve pieces of his collection for a three year term.We then made an appeal to the City to view these 12 pieces not as neon signs (which would preclude their installation under the guise of the downtown sign ordinance) but as vintage neon pieces of art. The city agreed and  with a successful appeal to IBEW 103, the local Electricians Union for in-kind install, these quirky retro installations now shower light onto the streets providing a unique experience for passersby. 

	Project Description 1: When choosing a direction for this project, we collected data from our partners at
MassDevelopment, the commonwealth’s economic development and finance agency. Early in
2016, MassDevelopment commissioned a study with the urban planning firm, Interface
Studios. Interface Studios, led a variety of community meetings and conducted surveys,
asking residents what they would like to see most in Lynn. The top priorities that were
generated from this research were lighting under the elevated MBTA tracks, illuminating and engaging sidewalks, and the creation of large-scale public art in and around Lynn’s downtown.
Because of this feedback and a shared community desire to build Lynn as a culturally rich hub, we were confident that our four projects matched Lynn’s desires and spirit and built off of the momentum and history already established in the community.
	Project Description 2: The community served through our four flagship projects includes Lynn residents, Lynn
business owners, and visitors. Those in Lynn’s downtown have been directly impacted by
our efforts.

One of the largest underlying issues for Lynn's downtown was a longstanding and somewhat unfounded reputation as a city of vice and crime. Lynn was once a thriving city known for its bustling factories and mass production of shoes. The loss of this industry led to a decline in investment in the city and, most notably, the downtown. As the downtown suffered and prostitution and drugs began to overtake many public spaces, a playful ditty  of "Lynn, Lynn, City of Sin" was born. 

Based on the feedback from residents and business owners, we knew the city wanted more public art. As a former industrial city, architecture of scale in the downtown provided unique and ample canvases for street art. Our much publicized 2017 and 2018 festivals saw the installation of high impact pieces of art with programing and curbside activations in the streets via community planned events and spontaneous activities between artists, neighbors, visitors, and tour groups. A wave of publicity and buzzing activity over the course of our festivals yielded positive publicity for Lynn (more than 90 positive earned media pieces in print, radio and broadcast) inviting visitors and residents to look again at the downtown that they had previously deemed unsafe and undesirable. These high caliber and large scale pieces were installed by internationally renowned street artists that reflected the population of Lynn, which is extremely rich in its diversity of minority ethnicities. After completing the second year of our Festival, we continue to see the activity surrounding the Festival having a deep social impact in rewriting, what we believe, is an undeserved narrative.

Our impact study showed that Beyond Walls projects brought an incredible response from the press helping to create a new narrative of Lynn. The 2017 festival alone attracted pieces of positive media coverage to the city. The overall circulation of this coverage has a value of $400,000+. Notable media outlets that covered the festival included (but are not limited to) The Boston Globe, WCVB’s Chronicle, WGBH Open Studio, Essex Media Group’s the Daily Item and La Voz, ABC Channel 5, CBS Channel 4, and WBUR the ARTery. There was also a significant spike in Lynn’s online presence as the festival generated 4,500,000 overall social media impressions. Finally, fans of the artists and murals continue to share the publicly accessible finished pieces across all social media channels.


	Project Description 3: Community inclusion has always been at the forefront of this project’s mission. To help implement the project, we formed a working committee of local business owners, residents, art enthusiasts, and staff from local organizations. Without the community’s hard work and dedication, this project would not have been possible. 

Because not all individuals have the time to volunteer, our committee felt it was still important that Lynn’s population be reflected in other ways. For example, for our Mural Festival, our committee selected artists whose cultural background and ethnicity reflected that of Lynn’s population. The muralists’ backgrounds ranged from Puerto Rican, Dominican,
Mexican, Cambodian and many others-- as Lynn is one of the largest cultural and ethnically rich  cities in Massachusetts. Local artists from Lynn, Massachusetts’ North Shore, and Boston were also chosen to participate. We have also included quite a few local, emerging artists to participate as artists’ assistants in hopes that they will be able to learn and grow from the experience of working with a full time professional touring artist. 

Our robust volunteer committee continues to volunteer and facilitate year round and many of our committee members have joined our inaugural working Board of seven. We continue to hold community engagement and listening sessions with local residents and organizations to ensure that there is a clear feedback loop between our projects and the community we serve.

	Project Description 4: The projects have been funded through private and public dollars, government and foundation grant awards, corporate sponsorships and significant in-kind contributions of labor, materials, and expert consulting. Beyond Walls was set into motion through the Commonwealth Places Program with MassDevelopment. In 2017, Beyond Walls was tasked to raise $50,000 from the community within 60 days. If reached, MassDevelopment would match these funds with an additional $50,000. Through overwhelming support from local businesses and residents, Beyond Walls hit the goal in an astonishing 14 days, sounding a rallying bell for further support and commitments. Beyond Walls was then invited in to file an off cycle grant application with the Barr Foundation and was awarded $200,000, a commitment that the Barr Foundation then graciously renewed with a second award of $200,000 in year two.
The support from the Barr Foundation for our four inaugural projects bolstered fundraising activity for the “Lynn Lights” Project. The undertaking of this project proved to be a significant lift and additional funds were sought and successfully brought in. The public support, positive media attention and fundraising momentum created a domino effect, and Beyond Walls was able to align expert partners to work on the project pro bono, provide in-kind labor and parts. $114,000 worth of lighting fixtures and equipment was donated from Philips Color Kinetic’s with Lam Partners, Bala Electrical Engineering, and Payette Architects lending design expertise in-kind to see the project through. The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) 103 contributed 3,560 in kind volunteer hours installing the electrical infrastructure for the three underpasses and wiring of the vintage neon artworks. 
The International Union of Painters and Allied Trades (IUPAT) DC35 Painters Union also contributed significant in kind support with 1,080 hours of manpower prepping and priming all of the walls for our Mural Festivals in addition to the training and certification of all of our artists, artist assistants and staff in scissor and aerial lift operation.
These examples, combined with in-kind office space, consulting, paint, materials, and design work has meant Beyond Walls has raised .85 in in-kind contributions for every $1.00 raised.

	Project Description 5: We believe our ability to bring together local community support with governing bodies, funders and expert partners has proven to be a unique model for implementing projects in an urban environment (which can oftentimes be a challenge in post-industrial cities that are experiencing fiscal hardships). We have begun and are continuing to refine our evaluation process, as we believe that our work has real impact and can be replicable in other cities.
Webb Management, a leading provider of development and planning services for arts and creative entities found a variety of indicators that our Festival had clear impact. They found that sizable increased spending occured in downtown businesses with more than 83% of surveyed business owners feeling that foot traffic at their place of business increased during the festival. An example of this comes from one local coffee shop, Land of a Thousand Hills. When comparing the cafe’s sales and transactions to the same time (July 13th-July 23rd from the previous year, 2016), they saw a 43% increase in money earned and a 33% increase in the number of transactions for 2017. In August, the month directly after the festival, the cafe saw an increase in total sales revenue of 25% and an increase in transactions by 10% (significantly higher average sales and marginal increase transactions).
The Beyond Walls team won the Gateway City Innovation Award and Founder Al Wilson was awarded with the Lynn Person of the Year and the Lynn Area Chamber of Commerce City Pride Award. 
We have consulted on projects in neighboring communities of Peabody and Cambridge and continue to field calls from cities throughout the country hoping to work together on similar initiatives in their Cities. We believe this overwhelming interest and our recent incorporation and foundation as a formal organization has us poised to bring our process and expertise to other cities in the near future. 

	Professional Consultant Name: Port Lighting Systems
	Professional Consultant Title: VP Permanent Systems
	Professional Consultant Organization: Port Lighting Systems
	Professional Consultant Phone: Ron Kuszmar
	Professional Consultant Address: 24 London Lane
	Professional Consultant City: Seabrook
	Professional Consultant State: NH
	Professional Consultant Zip: 03874
	Professional Consultant Email: ron@portlighting.com
	Professional Consultant website: www.portlighting.com
	Professional Consultant 1: During project development we assisted in the overall lighting design, fixture selection, and installation methods.  We approached the Beyond Walls team to assist in the project as soon as he heard about it in March of 2017.  We approached Color Kinetics ahead of reaching out to the Beyond Walls team to partner with the manufacturer and work on securing a partial donation of the fixtures.  Once on board with the Beyond Walls design team, we assisted in fixture selection within the Color Kinetics portfolio while being cognoscente of the installation challenges and spaces.  Once fixture section was complete, we assisted with the hardware installation design.  Our intent was to be mindful of the physical structure of what could be done without exorbitant expenses.  To verify the attachment methods viability and to help promote additional public interest, we installed sample fixtures along two bridges for a period of 3 months.  This test verified the attachment methods and the viability of the fixtures under a very active rail bridge.  As the project progressed, we were tasked with the design for the lighting control system.  The control system needed to be wireless to avoid costly electrical work and cabling across three bridges.  The system also needed to have remote access capabilities for future expansion, user control, remote monitoring, and programming.  The control system was built within NEMA 4 rated cabinets that have heating and air conditioning to keep the sensitive equipment at the proper temperature year round while being installed on the side of the bridges.  As the development phase came to a close, we produced control and wiring drawings for the electricians to work from.  We also assisted the electrical engineer on the load calculations of the system as well as the device locations based on the requirements from the manufacturer.
	Professional Consultant 2: It is hard to quantify the total impact, this project has on the city.  Lighting is such an important part of our lives and yet we still have a hard time quantifying its benefits on our psyche.  Before the project began these three areas totaling over 600' of covered roadway and passage were dark and uninviting.  Most of the lighting if any under these bridges no longer worked or was inadequate to properly illuminate the sidewalks.  These areas were not often traveled in the evening due to resident safety concerns of the dark passages.  This project has not only brought life to these areas by way of public art but has provided much needed illumination on the sidewalks and passages.  The once dark sidewalks and passages are now illuminated with bright vibrant colors that are inviting and provide a show to residents and visitors alike.  All of the sidewalks now have adequate lighting that helps promote a feeling and sense of security as well as pride.  For residents, a feeling of pride in their city is so important for the future growth and expansion of the city. The residents of the city are appreciative of the work done by the entire Beyond Walls team, volunteers, and vendors.  This project has helped create awareness of an area that many in the past had chosen to ignore.  One of the main project goals and impacts was to provide proper illumination under these bridges to help allow safe passage for pedestrians.  Being able to achieve this goal through public art was just as important.  Our goal was not only to light these areas but to do so in a fun and inviting way that would garner community interest for years to come.
	Professional Consultant 3: This project is instructive not only to my profession but the public sector in general.  This project went from a napkin design idea to fruition in under two years!  That is unheard of for many public projects such as this.  This project is a testament to what a dedicated team of professionals and volunteers can do when everyone works towards a common goal and does not accept no as an answer.  This project is instructive in many aspects of the physical installation.  The MBTA has their own set of regulations and standards that must be adhered when attaching to structures that they own.  Those standards are higher that what we would use for typical installations of this type.  That information was crucial in providing the correct documentation and design changes to the electrical engineer and the electricians for installation.  This information was not known at the start of the project and would be very helpful for anyone else moving forward to consider these options and ask the appropriate questions up front.  This project is also instructive around the use of wireless control systems.  Wireless for this project was optimal due to the span between control points.  This wireless system needed to be small and needed to maintain an Ethernet based protocol throughout the system.  The Ethernet control is crucial to device information traveling back and forth from the controller to the fixtures.  The design of this system is a helpful starting point for many as we used network based wireless equipment and not DMX based wireless equipment typically used in the lighting industry.  This design allowed us to save money on the overall control design and maintain the infrastructure we wanted across the control points.  Overall the challenges faced around an allowable attachemnt method and detail along with the wireless control make this an instructive project for others to learn from.
	Professional Consultant 4: The most successful aspects of this project are within the public appeal of the project and the installation of the fixtures.  By working directly with the electrician, we were able to coordinate the installation and fixture commissioning in tandem with the electrician.  This allowed us to expedite the startup process and startup the bridges in stages as the devices came online.  Working hand in hand and at times in the same lift allowed us to build an important bond as the fixture mounting and location is as important to this design as the fixtures themselves.  By turning fixtures on in stages we were able to build public attention as the project came to a close and revitalize the electricians by showing them the fruits of their labor.  Many of the electricians working on this project had never seen a color changing system of this size or caliber so there was a great appeal and sense of pride for their work as the systems came online.  By working directly with them we were able to avoid mistakes and wiring faults allowing the system to come online with less troubleshooting and time on site.  The least successful aspect of the project revolved around having multiple drawing sets.  By not having one project coordinator or architect to compile all of the drawings we had multiple drawings issued by multiple parties.  This made things confusing at times on site as multiple drawings sets had similar information shown differently and caused some unnecessary delays while information needed to be sorted out.  Given the scope of the project this is relatively minor but it truly was the only unsuccessful aspect of the project that comes to mind.  Overall the project was vastly successful and I look forward to future endeavors with the Beyond Walls Organization.
	Public Agency Name: Joseph Mulligan
	Public Agency Title: Transformative Development Fellow
	Public Agency Organization: MassDevelopment
	Public Agency Phone: 
	Public Agency Address: 99 High Street
	Public Agency City: Boston, MA 02110
	Public Agency State: 
	Public Agency Zip: 
	Public Agency Email: jmulligan@massdevelopment.com
	Public Agency website: massdevelopment.com
	Public Agency 1: MassDevelopment, a quasi-public State finance agency, that is seeking innovative ways to maximize the Commonwealth’s investment in “Gateway” or post-industrial cities, created the Transformative Development Initiative, a new economic development “start-up” that partners with Public, Private and non-profit sectors in downtown urban districts. MassDev assigns a "TDI Fellow" to provide robust support and catalyze improvements, utilizing consulting services, subject experts, technology and application of best practices in planning, real estate and placemaking stratagies to provide additional capacity and advance the City’s and its residents goals. The Beyond Walls (BW) mural project is located within Lynn's TDI District allowing BW to qualify for additional MassDev support and resources.
Coincidently, TDI was sponsoring a community driven urban planning exercise to identify a collective vision for improving downtown Lynn and establish a "Downtown Action Strategy," to realize the full potential of the TDI District as a vibrant work/live neighborhood for entrepreneurship, arts, culture, entertainment, and dining. Community priorities included enhanced pedestrian safety, active streetscapes, improved lighting and support of a Downtown Arts and Cultural District. Al Wilson's vision for an international mural festival was the arrival of a "big idea" that corresponded to the neighborhood's desires for improvement with the added excitement of large public art installations and hi-tech lighting enhancements.
MassDevelopment had recently launched their "Commonwealth Places" program, a creative crowd-funding mechanism for community placemaking projects. Leveraging Commonwealth Places' matching grants, Wilson and the Beyond Walls committee raised more than $130,000 through a 60 day on-line crowd-fund campaign hosted on the Patronicity platform. The MassDevelopment Team then lent their resources assisting Beyond Walls to accommodate the myriad Federal, State and local jurisdictional permitting and approval processes.

	Public Agency 2: As a post-industrial city eagerly working to reverse decades of decline and stagnation, the fortuitous confluence of many supportive stakeholders, programs, initiatives and a compelling vision promulgated by a driven champion coincided to achieve a public art installation of a grand scale in a relatively short period of time.
Over the decades, Downtown Lynn had been ravaged by misguided Federal urban renewal site clearance and road widening, demolition of historic structures, arson, abandonment, loss of industry and jobs and elimination of a municipal planning department. Although relatively close to Boston, Lynn lacks rapid transit connectivity and sufficient rent levels to justify new development. These circumstances conspired to inhibiting Lynn to realize its full potential.
Inspired by similar ambitious mural and placemaking programs throughout the world and leveraging the MassDev sponsored “Downtown Action Strategy” initiative held in 2016, Al Wilson and Beyond Walls, with the assistance of the local TDI Fellow, Joe Mulligan, began the legwork of identifying support, meeting stakeholders, locating suitable walls or “canvasses,” connecting with property owners, soliciting funding and donations, integrating with local arts and cultural district advocates and formulating a strategy for implementation.
Once the project scope was clarified, MassDev worked with the proponents to identify additional resources, such as foundations and technical assistance as well as permitting and approval requirements. Having MassDev as an earlier supporter signaled to other parties that Beyond Walls was a “vetted” entity backed by a public agency and given a platform for early funding seeding which served as a springboard for gathering additional community, philanthropic and institutional support and financing.

	Public Agency 3: MassDevelopment and Beyond Walls partnered on a study that tracked the impact of the first festival on the city. From surveys, event photos, and reports from point of sale systems, Webb put together a 200 page report that gleaned some key takeaways on the social and economic impact on the city.
They found: 5,000+ visitors visited the downtown on account of the Festival, the Festival created an online buzz with 4.5 million impressions on social media, the excitement of the festivities generated 75+ pieces of positive earned media for the city, and there was at least $110,000 in countable new revenue spent in the downtown over the duration of the Festival. This impact is significant as it shows an altering perception of place, attracting outside interest, inviting residents to return downtown who haven't been.

	Public Agency 4: Since completion of the project, there have been multiple cities and organizations that have reached out to both myself and the team at Beyond Walls seeking information on how to execute projects like this, including logistics, issues, coordination, and budget. MassDevelopment is working to produce a case study to see how this could be replicated in other TDI districts and Gateway, post-industrial Cities. The success of the projects has led to multiple presentations at professional organizations, conferences and conventions. It has attracted foundations and outside financing. It has since gone on to sustain a staff of three full time employees, becoming an ongoing, sustainable enterprise. 

The most successful aspects can be seen from the economic impact study with Webb Management. It is evident that these initiatives are drawing increased revenue and investment in this urban downtown.

	Public Agency 5: MOST: The most important aspect of the project is the introduction of large scale public art created by some of the most talented international artists working in their field today. There is now a sustained energy downtown of visitors taking in these pieces as well as residents rediscovering their own backyard through art experiences. Ultimately this has lead to a change in public perception to now see Lynn in a more favorable light. How this perspective change is managed by the community is instrumental to Lynn's future.
LEAST: With a positive change of perception, there can come fear of change. Increased outside interest in Lynn has led to concerns by many about increased rents and potential displacement of those who have been long time residents of the community.  
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	Developer 1: RCG was a proud supporter of the second season of Beyond Walls. Year 1 we had donated 2 walls to the initiative and followed up this past year with 2 more walls. I was also happy to sit with the committee during the artist intro meeting where we were able to see some pieces by the many artist looking to become part of the festival. It was inspiring to hear their stories and see what they could be bringing to Lynn!
	Developer 2: Biggest trade off with space making is you're building towards a what could be instead of treating the what is. I think in fact BW will become a catalyst for the city of Lynn to start investing in the immediate. A sidewalk repair becomes more important when there are hundreds of new pedestrians in town looking at art.
	Developer 3: Donor funding! The community, not just the art community really helped to make this happen. You could feel that everyone owned a little piece of each mural. That's not only important for the festival but for the months and years after that they will proudly show off the downtown area. 
	Developer 4: Strengthening a sense of community. The festival brought together not just street art lovers but lovers of all forms of artistic expression. The diversity of the crowds walking the mural route with Beyond Walls staff or the mix we saw at the block party-there were definitely conversations happening because of that common bond. The tough part of any project like this is sustaining a presence when the party is over. BW has built on last year and it feels like they are still "around" even though the festival has long passed.
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	Architect/Designer Address: 290 Congress Street, Fifth Floor. 
	Architect/Designer City: Boston
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	Architect/Designer website: https://www.payette.com/
	Architect/Designer 1: The City of Lynn, Massachusetts has faced challenging economic, demographic and perceptual circumstances for decades. Recent initiatives, such as the involvement of the City in MassDevelopment’s “Districts in Development” program have highlighted the latent opportunities for improvement in the City.Over the course of a few short months, a collection of engaged citizens rallied around the idea that art can be a potent force for public engagement and civic improvement. Neighborhood meetings and feedback from residents and business owners revealed a desire for more public art and more light on underpasses and the sidewalks to increase walkability. The community made it clear that they believed art could make downtown safer and improve local commerce. Thus, these activists formed a non-profit called Beyond Walls and began a campaign focused on three key urban interventions: Street-Art Murals, Vintage Neon Sign Art and Dynamic Underpass Lighting.
	Architect/Designer 2: Street-Art Murals: With its inaugural mural festival in 2017, Beyond Walls brought artists from around the world paint high visibility walls in downtown Lynn. The artist themselves reflect the diverse demographics of the Lynn populace, hailing from Central & South American, Southeast Asia, Europe, Africa, and the local North Shore. The 2018 Mural Festival features 27 new murals and city-wide events over a two week period.Vintage Neon Sign Art: Merging art, history and technology, Beyond Walls restored and displayed vintage neon signage on local storefronts. These vibrant artifacts of classic commercial Americana are evocative of the heyday of Lynn's commercial and industrial past. Illumination from these pieces will bring more light and increase the walkability and the economic vitality of downtown Lynn. Dynamic Underpass Lighting: The overhead rail line that transects downtown serves as a vital commuter rail connection for the North Shore to Boston. Poor visibility in the dark underpasses beneath the rail line produces an unwelcoming and even dangerous pedestrian condition: In late 2017, with an approach grounded in the recommendations of the Downtown Action Plan, the team began work to brighten and activate the underside of the shadowy overpasses with dynamic LED lighting installations. The Underpasses of Central Square, Washington Street, and Market Street now have an exciting and visually compelling field of dynamic and color changing full-spectrum lighting that not only delights the eye, but contributes to pedestrian safety along the undersides of this public infrastructure.
	Architect/Designer 3: This project could not have happened without the buy-in of a broad swath of government and regulatory agencies and community groups. In particular, the City of Lynn fast-tracked approvals and variances in order to facilitate the execution of the murals and the vintage neon sign art. The underpass lighting, however, was by far the most ambitious of the three initiatives, requiring extensive coordination with regulatory agencies, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority and the expertise of dozens of design professionals and tradesmen. Studies executed between 2009 and 2016 indicate that these railway underpasses featured a disproportion amount of crime and vehicle/pedestrian accidents. As part of the “Districts in Development” initiative in 2016, MassDevelopment authored a Downtown Action Plan for the City of Lynn (together with partners Lynn EDIC, Lynn Housing & Neighborhood Development, the Hall Companies, and the City of Lynn). Our proposal to illuminate these underpass with a color-changing LED array was accomplished after signification fundraising efforts, product donations from Philips Color Kinetics, and thousands of hours of donated labor from the local electrical Union. The cornerstone of this project is enhanced walkability in downtown Lynn. Increased pedestrian traffic correlates to reduced vehicle emissions and improved local economic development. Long-term planning was integrated into this effort from its inception: though the initial project costs would be covered by donations, the City would be responsible for the ongoing maintenance and management of these new assets. To support the City of Lynn in the long-term performance of this permanent lighting installations, the project team developed a Maintenance and Service Plan and is providing full system programming services for a transitional period of three years to ensure the city has the capability to sustain this resource.
	Architect/Designer 4: This project traces its roots directly to a 2016 Downtown Action Plan that succinctly stated, “Downtown Lynn has a need for place-specific designs for public spaces, streets & potential development sites that can be implemented quickly: How can we attract new investment by physically improving Downtown Lynn?”Subsequent neighborhood meetings and feedback from residents and business owners, revealed a desire for more public art and more light on underpasses and on the sidewalks to increase walkability. The community made it clear that it believed art could make downtown safer and improve local commerce.The impact of this project was immediate and widely lauded as the public embraced the new downtown improvements. In a two week period, the opening of the mural festival, underpass lighting, and neon signage brought more than 5,000 new visitors to downtown Lynn and generated 4.5 million social media mentions. Situated directly under the commuter rail platform (a 10-minute ride from downtown Boston), 100 yards from the regional bus terminal, and adjacent to a large but under-utilized MBTA-owned parking garage, the project location is ripe for Transit Orientated Development. However, for decades Lynn has faced challenging economic, demographic, and perceptual circumstances which limit growth in what otherwise seems a prime region for development. This circumstance is changing, and this project has been a catalyst for this change. With its abundant warehouses and mixed-use space, the city is attracting an influx of startups. Restaurants and other businesses have been rejuvenating the once-blighted downtown. This project uses art as a potent force for public engagement and civic improvement, catalyzing new opportunity while retaining the identity of the city its residents know and love. 


